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Summary of project

Principles for public history

Public history is an expanding academic area, exploring how
history is presented to wide publics through a huge variety of
techniques, in person and online. Archives and special
collections can benefit from engaging with such ideas. My
Fellowship aimed to learn from public history, including a
placement at York University’s Borthwick Institute for Archives
and discussions with their Institute for the Public
Understanding of the Past.

These principles are designed for creating public history with
written collections, including items never designed for
publication. Based on a MUST/SHOULD/COULD framework,
they aim to help services understand good and ethical
practice, and to embrace the positive benefits of public
history using our collections.
“Public history using archives and special collections…”
Principle 1: MUST represent the content of collections items
accurately
Principle 3 SHOULD MUST strive to be self-aware, of their
own biases and internal assumptions.
Principle 5: SHOULD identify when an authentic
contemporary account contains demonstrable falsehoods or
disproved allegations
Principle 6: SHOULD make clear whether its primary
intention is to give a historical overview or to highlight a
particular institution’s collections on a topic.
Principle 9: MAY offer multiple voices and conflicting narrative
interpretations.

Archives’ and special collections’ own understanding of
their impact, survey, 2018

Principle 10: MAY directly challenge accepted historical
narratives with reference to evidence from collections.

Understanding impact
Understanding and demonstrating impact is a key challenge
for archives and special collections. This project suggests
that for general purposes, including planning, delivering and
evaluating, public history can be understood to have three
key impact areas: identity, knowledge and enjoyment. This
schematic simplifies the question of impact and clarifies
where points of tension and analysis can focus most
effectively.
The schematic also allows service to consider where they
want their impact to lie, and the interplay between these three
broad categories of impact, which often interact.
Read more: https://bit.ly/30nimPD
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A suggested schematic for understanding general
public history impact in archives and special collections

